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08 Custom laptops
Richard Swinburne thinks it’s about time we had a customisable laptop ecosystem.

10 Gaming therapy
Tracy King takes a look at EndeavourRx, the first video game that’s been approved for prescription.

22 Mini Ryzen board
In addition to the ATX and micro-ATX B550 boards we’ve reviewed in the labs, we’ve also taken a look at Gigabyte’s new mini-ITX B550 board, the B550I Aorus Ori AX.

32 Pharaoh’s Tomb
Chillblast’s new Comet Lake gaming system goes big on spectacle, with an amazing pyramid-shaped chassis.

38 Cheaper PCI-E 4
If you fancy some super-fast PCI-E 4 storage and a 3rd-gen Ryzen chip, but can’t afford an X570 motherboard, then a board based on AMD’s cheaper B550 chipset could do just the trick. We’ve reviewed five of them, starting from £157 inc VAT.

48 Wireless gaming headsets
Fed up with your headset cable draping across your keyboard while you’re gaming? We put eight of the latest wireless gaming headsets to the test.

66 The art of the remaster
Remastering an old game isn’t just case of overhauling the graphics. Rick Lane explores the ingredients of the best remasters.

74 Build a gaming PC for £699
Thanks to AMD’s latest Ryzen 3 CPUs and Navi GPUs, it’s possible to build a cracking 1080p gaming rig for under £700. You even get 16GB of RAM, a PCI-E NVMe SSD and a third-party cooler for your money. We show you what you need, how to build it, and also how to go about overclocking and setting up a budget system.

84 Inside DirectX 12 Ultimate
Rys Sommefeldt dives into Microsoft’s latest API, explaining what it means for future hardware and games.

92 Hobby tech
Gareth Halfacree tries out the new Raspberry Pi 4 8GB, as well as Nvidia’s Jetson NX Developer Kit, and reads through Home Computers: 100 Icons that Defined a Digital Generation.

100 How to spray-paint your case
We show you how to give your PC a unique touch by spraying it in your choice of colour.

106 DOSsing about
Fancy having a dedicated system for playing classic PC games, but can’t be bothered to faff with ancient hardware? We show you how to set up a DOS emulator on Raspberry Pi.

114 Shaming laptops
James Gorbold explains why he isn’t a big fan of gaming laptops.
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